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B. Research Highlights
Space does not exist here, not to mention the patience of the reviewers, to describe the 38
papers supported by the DOE during the present grant period. Rather I would like to sharpen the
focus to some of the studies that directly interacted with other scientists within the DOE chemical
physics program.
i. Acetylene Spectroscopy (papers 24 and 31).

We have had a chdlenging research interaction with the group of Robert W. Field at
1

M.I.T. for the past four years, This interaction has led to one joint paper, which resolved some
3

previously disparate molecular beam quadrupole electric field2 and stimulated emission pumping

experiments concerning the lowest triplet state of acetylene. However, most of our acetylene

research has been complementary to, rather than collaborative with, that of the Field group.
Although acetylene is one of the most thoroughly studied tetraatomic molecules, relatively little

attention has been paid to its low-lying triplet electronic states. The experiments of Field’s group at

M.I.T. are a distinct exception in this regard. In 1978, theory predicted (contrary to Walsh’s
Rule:)

that the lowest mplet state of acetylene is the cis-bent i 3B, state.

5

Within a year, this

6

prediction was confirmed experimentally by Wendt, Hippler, and Hunziker, who observed the
-3

B, transition by electronic absorption-spectroscopy. Remarkably, however, the energy
- 1
+
difference AE(X C, t B 3B2) remains to be determined experimentally. Our current interest in
triplet acetylene began with an attempt to explain certain anomalous vibronic feature states observed

b A,

tB

3

by Lundberg and Field in the simulated emission pumping (SEP) spectra of C,D2. Based on their

6
spectroscopic observations, the most plausible expianation for tllese features implied that the

lowest energy cis -bent triplet state of acetylene lies at ToI25820 ctn-' above the ground state.

Employing the very reliable coupled-cluster singles and doubles method with perturbative mples
3

correction [CCSD(T)J in conjunction with large gaussian basis sets, we estimated the B B, cis

state to lie at To= 30500 crn-', thus ruling out a triplet assignment of the Field spectra. We have

also completed studies of the other three low-lying triplet minima of acetylene, 5 B, < ii BU <
3

3

b A, < b AU,and the ii B, state of vinylidene using high-level ab initio quantum mechanical
methods.

- 3

-

3

3

The anomalous behavior of the Zeeman anticrossing (ZAC) density of
l

a 'Au acetylene as

a function of excitation energy, reported by Field and coworkers , returned our attention to the

triplet excited states of acetylene. These spectra were recorded with 0-3 quanta in the trans -

bending normal mode v g of the A state, covering an energy range of 42200 to 45300 cm-*
above
the rotationless zero-point level of the

'E; (SJ ground state, and an unexpected sudden increase

in the density of detectable anticrossings over this energy range was observed. Field found
anticrossing densities too large to arise fi-om singlet-triplet intersystem crossings, and they

proposed that the anticrossing densities might be related to very highly excited vibrational levels of

-

the Soelectronic ground state. Direct So S, coupling was excluded due to the lack of a reasonable
mechanism that would predict a sudden increase in coupling with increasing excitation energy.
Furthermore, glu selection rules forbid such direct couplings. Instead, Field proposed a three-state
model involving intermediating triplet states, i.e. S ,

- T - So, where the sudden increase in the

density of detectable anticrossings is attributed to a sudden increase in singlet-triplet coupling
strength. It had previously been shown that the AU (v3 = 1 - 3, K = 1) levels are perturbed by a
1

8

triplet state. Of the several possible mechanisms for a sudden increase in singlet-triplet couplings,
Field contended that the most likely was the existence of a linear cis-tram isomerization barrier on

Ti (i = 1, 2, or 3) which is approximately isoenergetic with the S , v3 = 3 level. The authors

-

explain that such a barrier would lead to a sudden increase in S, T coupling strength: near the top

of an isomerization barrier on Ti,the overlap between the vibrational wavefunctions of SI @am
and Ti cis increases rapidly as more quanta are placed in the vg

rrans - bending mode of the S,

trans state. This is because the classical turning point traps increasingly larger fractions of the

vibrational wavefunction as the number of quanta in the bending modes increases (cf. Figure 10 of

Field"). Of the three triplet surfaces proposed, the T, and T, surfaces were considered the most

7

likely because the vibrational density of states on T, did not seem sufficiently large to account for

the observed anticrossing densities.

Further studies by DuprC, Green, and Field9 have yielded evidence consistent with the
hypothesis that the sudden change in the detectable ZAC density is due to the existence of a linear
isomerization barrier on Ti lying within the probed energy region. In 1993, Dupr6 and Green9'
presented a more detailed study of the largest anticrossing observed by Dupr6, Jost, Lombardi,
Green, Abramson, and Field7 (DJLGAF); they provided more evidence supporting the
involvement of triplet acetylene by finding a LandCg factor of 1.7(6), close to the expected value
of 2 for a pure triplet state. Using quantum beat spectroscopy, Dupre, Green, and Field found that
most of the other Zeeman anticrossings considered in fact have g < 2, which they attribute to
strong triplet-triplet couplings.9 Although DJLGAF propose a linear stationary point, their probe
of the triplet surface of acetylene is not sufficiently refined to distinguish between linear and nonlinear or between transition state and higher-order saddle point. It is therefore possible that the
requirements of DJLGAF may by fulfilled by a true (nonlinear) transition state for cis-frms
isomerization, so long as the transition state is capable of trapping a large amount of amplitude in
the triplet vibrational wavefunctions near linear geometries. We completed a study on cis-trans
reaction pathways on the T, surface; searching under C, symmetry (isomerization by rotation about
the C-C bond) led to the 'E linear saddle point, while searching under CSsymmetry led to a true

transition state (one imaginary vibrational frequency) with a half-bent shape. A half-bent transition
state such as the one found on TIshould then be acceptable. However, both the planar transition

state and the

'c

stationary point on the T,surface lie too far below the energy range of DJLGAF.

It is reasonable to expect that a similar half-bent transition state might be found on the Tz

surface of acetylene. Our research was undertaken to seek such a transition state and, if successful,

to determine whether it lies in the appropriate energy range to explain the abrupt increase in ZAC

density observed by DJLGAF. We have also examined the

A 'Au state at the same levels of

theory, because we expect the effects of electron correlation to be more similar between the T2
stationary points and the A 'AU state than between the T, stationary points and the 2

ground

state. We are thus able to obtain more accurate estimates of the energy difference between the T2

transition state (TS)and the energy regime of the anomalous ZAC spectra by directly computing
the energy difference AE(TS

- A 'AU v3 = 0-3)

rather than AE(TS

- 2 'Z;

) and using the

8
+

- 1

experimental value for the excitation energy from X C, to

A 'Au

v 3 = 0-3. Errors in the

theoretical procedures should more nearly cancel in the former case.

For the T, potential energy surface and the lowest excited single and

acetylene we have completed the optimization of stationary points.

(A 'Au

) state of

Also predicted are dipole

moments, harmonic vibrational frequencies for the stationary points, and adiabatic energy
differences between them using basis sets as large as mple zeta plus double polarization with

higher angular momentum functions, TZ(2df32pd),and theoretical methods up to coupled-cluster

singles and doubles with a perturbative triples correction [CCSD(T)] and the equation-of-motion

coupled-cluster method @OM-CCSD). Our theoretical predictions should aid the interpretation of
observations from a series of recent spectroscopic studies involving excited electronic states of
acetylene. In particular, the present theoretical results rule out several possible explanations for the
anomalous sudden increase in detectable Zeeman anticrossings reported by DJLGAF?

ii.

Oxirene and the Wolff Rearrangement (papers 12,13, and 15).
Experimental research on ketene in the laboratory of C. Bradley Moore has opened
10

several new chapters in the history of chemical physics.

Our research on the ketene potential

energy hypersurface was motivated both by the experiments in Moore's laboratory and by the

theoretical dynamics studies of William H. Miller. Although we were able to directly answer some
questions from the Moore group, a goal of equal importance was to provide information
concerning the ketene/oxirene potential surface for the dynamical studies of Gezelter and Miller.11
The portion of the C,H,O

potential energy hypersurface that includes oxirene,

formylmethylene and ketene has been studied with ab initio methods incorporating high levels of

electron correlation and basis sets that include up to f and g functions. Our best geometries were

determined at the CCSD(T) level of theory. Single-point energies were then determined using the

CCSD(T) and Brueckner BD(T) methods with the cc-pVTZ basis set augmented with additional f
and g polarization functions. There is little or no barrier separating formylmethylene from oxirene,

the potential energy surface linking these two species being extremely flat. On the other hand, a
more significant barrier (21-23 lcJ mol-') separates formylmethyleneor oxirene from ketene. These

results strongly support the previously postulared intermediacy of oxirene in the Wolff
rearrangement. Ketene is found to lie 325 kJ mol-' lower in energy than oxirene. Our predicted

9

energy threshold for the scrambling of carbon atoms in ketene (348 W mol' is in close agreement

with a recent experimental value (340 kT mol-').

Different qualitative conclusions regarding the nature of oxirene are reached, depending
on the choice of basis set and method of electron correlation incorporation.

With certain

combinationsof basis set and theoretical method, the symmetric oxirene structure is found to be a
saddle point on the potential energy surface, while for other combinations oxirene is a local
minimum, Inclusion of triple excitations in the correlation treatment has a large effect, tending to
make the curvature of the surface correspondingto a ring-opening distortion of the C&-

symmetry

structure less positive (or more negative). This is counterbalanced by a basis set effect, with
inclusions of f functions making the curvature more positive. At our highest level of theory,

CCSD(T) with basis sets of mple-c quality and including multiple d shells and an f shell on C and

0 and multiple p shells and a d shell on H, oxirene is a genuine minimum under harmonic
vibrational analysis, with a ring-opening vibrational.frequency of 139-163cm-'.
Among the substituted oximes with the formula X&O, where X = BH,, CH,, NH,,

OH, and F, we predict that only one, dimethyloxirene, will be a true minimum on the potential

10

energy surface. Both the diamino- and the dihydroxyoxirenes are predicted by SCF theory to be
transition states; whereas the diborooxirene is predicted by SCF and CISD theories to be a

minimum, but a transition state at the DZP CCSD level; and difluorooxbne is predicted to be a

minimum at all levels of theory applied except the highest [DZP CCSDCr)] which predicts it to be a
transition state. In all these transition state cases, stationary points with a single imaginary
frequency corresponding to the asymmetric ring-deformation normal mode of vibration were
located and characterized.
iii.

The Photodissociation of Azoalkanes (papers 10,19,23 and 25).

Our work in this general area was carried out in concert with experimental studies by

Yuan T. Lee’s group. Much effort has been expended in studying the decomposition mechanism of
azoalkanes. As early as 1929, Ramsperger12raised the mechanistic question of whether the two C
-N bonds break simultaneously (1a) or independently (1 b):

R-N=N-R’

R-N=N-R’

4

R7 $ + R* + R’*+ Nz

[R-N=N-

R-N=N

+ R’*

-j

R* + R’* + N2

(W
In the 1970’s a number of asymmetrical azoalkanes were synthesized by Engel and co-workers,
Ramsperger’s Criterion for the
and the activation energies E, for decomposition were dete~nined.’~
decomposition was to compare the E, of the asymmetrical azoalkane with those of the two
analogous symmetrical compounds; the closer the E, of the asymmetrical azo compound to that of

the relatively more stable azo compound, the more asymmetrically the C-N bonds cleave. By
applying this criterion there seemed to be general agreement that “azoalkane thermolysis may
proceed by a continuum of mechanism between pathways (la) and (lb); the more asymmetrical the
azo compound, the more asymmetrical it cleaves .13-15
99

The alkyldiazenyl radicals (RNJ are thought to be intermediates for the decomposition of
azoalkanes to form two alkyl radicals and a nitrogen molecule. Photodissociation experiments on

11

azomethane suggest that the two C-N bond dissociation processes are not symmetric, i.e. one
C-N bond is broken in the first step, in which CH,N2 and CH, are formed; then the CH,N,
radical further decomposes to form CH, and N,. However, a lifetime for CH,N, of about 5 ns
was reported by Burton and WeismanI6, while North, Longfellow, and Lee17concluded that
CH3N2 decomposes within a fraction of its rotational period, and suggested that the lifetime of
CH3N2 is less than 1 ps. The discrepancy in the predicted lifetime led to different conclusions
concerning the decomposition mechanism: Weisman and co-workers’6 interpreted the reaction as
“stepwise”, while Lee’s group” described it as “concerted”, in which the cleavages of the two CN bonds are strongly coupled, and the reaction is considered as occurring in a “single kinetic
step1118.Our theoretical studies predict a barrier height of 2.3 kcal mol*’at CCSDO level with a
TZ2P+f basis set. We predict that the lifetime for CH3N, at its ground vibrational state is in the
picosecond range, agreeing qualitatively with Lee’s experimental results obtained under collisionfree conditions.’7
Applying a simple WKB approximation with our ab initio energetics and vibrational
frequencies (AV = 804 cm-’, n = 854 cm-’, nfs = 1041 cm”), we obtain a lifetime of 5 ps for

CH3N,, which agrees reasonably with the experiment by North, Longfellow, and Lee.I7 With the
best estimate of 1.1 kcal mol-’ (AV = 384 cm“, n = 772 cm-’, nu = 1250 cm-’), we similarly
obtained 0.3 ps for the lifetime of C2H& We expect that at higher levels of theory both n and n”
will decrease, resulting in longer lifetimes. However, even with the assumption thar both
frequencies were scaled by an outrageous 60%, the increase in lifetime is within one order of
magnitude, i.e. the lifetime is still in the picosecond range.

Our final study in this general area concerned the themal decomposition mechanism of

azoisopropane. Contrary to some current thought, we found that azoisopropane decomposes
through a ‘synchronous’ pathway, forming N2and two isopropyl radicals: Le., two C-N bonds
break simultaneously. The stability of the isopropyldiazenylradical has also been considered. The
banier E, for 2-C3H7N,decomposition predicted at the DZP CCSD(T) level of theory is 1.8 kcal
mol-’, slightly smaller than the E, for methyldiazenyl radical CH,N2 predicted at the same level of
theory.
iv.
The C2Hs+ 0, Reaction (paper 9).
A project that turned out to be very challenging, the C F ,

+ O2 reaction, has

been

successfully brought through a first stage and published as a long paper in the J o d of the

American Chemicd Society. The work required the use of some of the most sophisticated

,

12
theoretical methods currently available, including CCSD(T) and multi-reference CISD. Analytic
gradient methods were used to precisely characterize stationary points. The theoretical results
indicate, rather surprisingly, that there are two distinct but energetically proximate intramolecular
hydrogen transfer transition states on the potential energy surface.

One of the structures

corresponds to a ’A” electronic state (C, symmetry), the other to a 2A electronic state (no
symmetry); the latter structure is derived from a 2A’ planar structure at which the energy Hessian
possesses two imaginary vibrational frequencies. At the best level of theory used, DZP CCSDO
including zero-point vibrational energy corrections, the 2A” transition state lies 4.5 kcal mor’ above
the reactants (CH,CH,

+ 0’).Implications for kinetic modeling have been discussed in our paper.

Let us consider in some detail the critical barrier height to internal hydrogen transfer, Le.
the energy difference between the transition states and the CH,CH,OO [s,g] equilibrium structure.
Theoretical differences between 2A” and [s,g] are 46.1, 41.3, 39.6, and 35.0 kcal mol-’, at the
DZP CISD, CISD+Q, CCSD, and CCSD(T) levels, respectively. The comparable theoretical

differences between 2A and [s,g] are 46.4,42.8,41.1,and 39.6 kcal mol-’ respectively. These are

to be compared with the experimental estimates 34.3 +, 2.4 kcal mol’ of Baldwin, Pickering, and
Walkerlg, 31 kcal mol‘’ of Baldwin, Dean, and Walke8’,

and the 30.5 kcal mol-’ value of

Wagner, Slagle, Sarzynski, and Gutman?’ A previous low level theoretical study by Skancke and
Skancke22reported one TS belonging to C , symmetry, and the total energies and ZPVEs from
which the activation energy may be predicted. These activation energies are 55.8, 42.5, 44.2, and

44.5 kcal mol-’, at the 6-31G* UHF, UMP2, UMP3, and UMP4 levels of theory, respectively.

Skancke and Skancke’s 6-31G* basis set is smaller than the DZP set, which has polarization

functions on all hydrogen atoms, and the treatment of electron correlation by UMPn (n = 2,3,4) is
less complete than CCSD and CCSD(T); their best barrier height is 9.5 kcal mol

-’ further from

Wagner’s experimental estimate than OUTS. Our best barrier (35.0 kcal mol-’) differs from Wagner

et al?’ (30.5 kcal mol-’) by 4.5 kcal mol”.

The different theoretical stationary points for the C2H, + 0, system are described in the

Figure on the next page.
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a

d

b

C

Figure Caption.
Theoretical (DZP CISD) molecular structures of moleculadelectronic systems discussed
in this progress report.
(a) the ringlike C2Hs02*A” stationary point that is a transition state connecting the ethylperoxy
radical CH,CH,OO with the complex CH,CH,--HO,. Internuclear distances are in angstroms;
(b) The ringlike C,H,O, 2A’ stationary point that has Hessian index 2. This stationary point
collapses to the C1 symmetry smcture when the imaginary vibrational frequency of smaller
magnitude is followed;
(c) The ringlike C2H50, 2A stationary point that is a transition state connecting the ethylperoxy
radical CH3CHzO0 with the hydroperoxyethyl radical CH2CHzOOH;
(d) Predicted equilibrium geometry for the hydroperoxyethyl radical CH,CH,OOH, belonging to
the point group C1. This structure has Hessian index 0 (local minimum). It appears as the product

of the reaction mechanism CH,CH,OO* [s,g] + C2H,0,(2A) 4 *CH2CH,00H (C1);(e)
Predicted quilibrium geometry for the complex CH,CH,.--HO, belonging to point group C1.
This structure has Hessian index (0 local minimum). It appears in the reaction mechanism
(Cl).
CH,CH,OO* [s,g] -+ C2H502(2A”)+ CH,CH;-HO,*
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